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My favorite thing about the
Internet is that you get to go into
the private world of real creeps
without having to smell them.
Penn Jillette

Innocent Man
Found Guilty.
By BIG O ~ Daily Bull

NEW YORK, NEW YORK- A
New York native has been
found guilty according to a
jury trial this past Wednesday. The trial was expected
to go on for several days,
but after a short hearing
and presenting of the facts,
the jury called a vote, and
decided that the man was
guilty.
“The evidence was just so
overwhelming. It was hard
not to see that this man was
guilty. Nothing corroborated”. Said one juror. The man
is expected to serve no time
for his guilty sentence.
In a rare case, this particular
case was one to find out if
the man was guilty of being
innocent. Rather, contrary to
how things normally work in
this country, the man was
on trial to see if he was in
fact, innocent. Had he been
proven to be innocent in this
see Innocently guilty on back

Rick Santorum Pulls Out
By Alex Dinsmoor ~ Daily Bull

Earlier this week, Rick Santorum
announced to the nation that he was
indeed pulling out of the election, citing financial and
negative poll
results in many
primaries. The
news comes as a
shock to his suppor ters, which
fought throughout his campaign
to make him the
candidate he
is today. Many
exper ts are
shocked with this
decision, since
not months ago,
it appeared as
is he would take
the nomination.

that my other candidates, Mitt Romney
included, would not go. No matter what
the American public wanted, I was here
to fill their every
need and desire.
With that being
said, although I
promised to do
so much for this
nation, it appears
I could please
your desires the
same way Mitt
Romney could.”

Po l i t i cal pundits are
speculating that
it was because
Santorum wanted to go too far
with the American public. “The
“After a
American public
long and drawn
wants a candiout campaign, I
date that likes to
have determined
“get busy” with
I cannot go any
them but not too
“I don’t always pull out, but when I do,
it’s always too late”
further in this elecfar, like Santorum
tion. For the past many months I have has been doing as of lately.” Polls show
serviced this nation in ways no candi- that the average primary voter wants
date has before. I went to many places someone who can get the job done, but
see Neologism on back

Enjoy Spring FLing. I’m betting it won’t be so
springy.

Who Likes Math Puzzles?!

Put a positive number in each light. Each number in the top row is a single digit.
Each number not the top row is the sum of the numbers in the two lights just
above it. The 2 red lights contain the same number, as do the 2 yellow lights,
and the 2 green lights, and there are no other duplicate numbers. Labeled for
convenience and ease to you!
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Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Yes, We Deliver
to Campus Too!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

from Neologism on front

without making too much of a mess,
of which Santorum can’t do. “When
dealing with Santorum, he often gets
everywhere and is hard to ignore. If he
didn’t make such a mess when people
try to work with him, then the American
public wouldn’t need to “clean up
Santorum”.”
With Romney being the realistic candidate for the 2012 republican
nomination, he must start off right
where Santorum pulled out. “He attracted a lot of different types people
to his campaign, so we needed to
pleasure all of these persons who
Santorum satisfied. In order to please
all of his audience, we needed to even
bend backwards to attract every single
person.” Romney stated.

from Innocently guilty on front

case, then the man would have been found to be guilty. Very confusing.
The man’s lawyer sighed in desperation “This man deserved a fair trial, and I
don’t think he got that. Nobody looked long enough at the evidence. If anyone had, they’d have seen this man was innocent! He deserves to be found
innocent! That way we can have another case to determine if he was guilty!”
Some have already looked at the trial as being nothing more than a way for
the lawyer to get more money. “Why would anyone want to go through a
double trial. And then what of the paradox? if the man is guilty of being innocent, he gets let off. But, if he’s innocent of being innocent, and then they
4
find him innocent of being guilty, then what? Two different court cases and
we still don’t know which is true!”
The lawyer has already responded to that statement simply saying “Well that’s
easy, then we have another court case to determine the man’s guilt.” When
asked how much the lawyer was being paid by his client, he declined to
state.

Now that the man is proven to be guilty of being innocent, it is expected that
he will serve out the rest of his life rather normally. This is assuming of course,
As we approach closer to nothing else comes up, but finally, America can put one of the biggest scanthe election in November, there is dals in the courtroom to rest!
only one question that really matters
now: who gets to finish and becum
the president.
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We here at the Daily Bull regret to inform you that we will
not be hosting a spring fling booth. However, we have
given you an airplane to build. Fold along the lines shown,
and fold the wings at your personal preference. Have
fun! The plane built with these lines is best thrown up, or
straight out gently.
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Writers of Awesome: Liz ‘Riz’ Fujita, Steve Whittaker, Olivia Zajac,
Simon Mused, Nathan ‘Invincible’ Miller, Jeanine Chmielewski,
Kara Bakowski, Benjamin Loucks, Sam Schall, Kayla Herrera, Ian
Smith, Veronica Tabor, Ryan Grainger, John Pastore, Ben Harris,
and SPAAAAACE!
©2012 by the Daily Bull, a non-profit organization. All rights
reserved. Articles may be freely distributed electronically or
on late night talk shows provided credit is given, and that
this notice is included. The Daily Bull reserves the right to
refuse any advertisements or guest articles without reason.
All opinionated letters sent to the editor (on paper or to
bull@mtu.edu) will be treated as material to be published
unless expressly stated otherwise by the sender. Original
works printed in the Daily Bull remain the property of the
creator, however the Daily Bull reserves the right to reprint
any submissions in future issues unless specifically asked
not to do so by the creator. If you keep reading this small
text, you’ll take it where no man has gone before!

The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
buying our own damn printer that this publication is
printed on. We would also like to thank the Student
Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper and
toner costs. And our vuvuzelas.

Advertising inquiries, questions &
comments should be directed to
bull@mtu.edu

ATTENTION!

COURT DISMISSED! BRING IN THE DANCING LOBSTERS!

Ohmahgawd. We have an email list? Who knew?! Actually the people who
get the Bull in their email knew. And now you do to! Are you astounded yet?
Are you wondering how you yourself can get on the best majordomo list ever?
Did you know that majordomo used to be called majorcool? Now you do.
Oh yeah. The email list. All you gotta go is send an email with a blank subject
to bull@mtu.edu.
ITS THAT EASY! Then send away! Now you’re cool like Major Domo! Hooray!

